
e d u c at i o n

School of Visual Arts
MFA in Products of Design | New York, NY | 2017

Harvard University 
BA History of Science cum laude | Cambridge, MA | 2009 
Recommended for Highest Honors in Field 
Secondary Field in Dramatic Arts 
Language Citation in Spanish

e x p e r i e n c e

Luminary Labs 
Senior Designer | New York, NY | 2017–present

 + Bring human-centered design to strategy and innovation projects serving 
clients in highly regulated industries (e.g., federal government and pharma) 
through design research, ideation, prototyping, and workshop facilitation

 + Produce high-quality client deliverables through different forms of 
storytelling (e.g., presentations, reports, illustrations, data visualizations); 
provide art direction and manage freelance design talent

 + Develop and express Luminary Labs brand and capabilities across 
platforms  through redesign of website, newsletter, and branded content

 + Support Luminary Labs staff by coaching consulting team in design 
thinking methodology and communication design principles, providing 
one-on-one instruction and starting weekly “Luminary Lessons”

U.S. Census Bureau, Census Open Innovation Labs 
Civic Digital Design Fellow | Washington, D.C. | Summer 2017

 + Developed human-centered design strategy and outreach materials for 
early engagement of Census Bureau partners, including a new Census 
Partners website, digestible infographics to communicate the importance 
of the census, and a toolkit on running co-creation workshops for Census

 + Collaborated with the Office of Evaluation Science to design a community 
outreach toolkit that provides behaviorally-informed, evidence-based, 
audience-specific communication strategies

Common Cents Lab, Center for Advanced Hindsight 
Summer Scholar | San Francisco, CA | Summer 2016

 + Joined SF-based team of non-profit dedicated to improving the financial 
health of low- and middle-income Americans by applying behavioral 
insights (Led by Dan Ariely at Duke University)

 +  Conducted primary research in behavioral science on user perceptions 
of savings and loan programs; wrote surveys; compiled, analyzed, and 
synthesized data; consulted with partners in financial tech to develop new 
service concepts, increase product conversion, and improve user flows

Independent 
Design Consultant | New York, NY | 2015–present

 + Consult and execute with diverse clients on a range of projects, including 
branding, websites, books, infographics, and behavioral interventions 

Pentagram Design 
Strategist & Project Manager | New York, NY | 2012–2015

 +  Contributed to strategic and creative direction for a variety of project types, 
including brand strategy, corporate identity, marketing campaigns, digital 
and interactive products, and environmental installations for Fortune 500 
companies in finance and entertainment, cultural institutions, real estate 
developers, and educational organizations

 +  Collaborated with leadership and senior designers from business 
development to final deliverable: wrote proposals bringing in over $2M of 
new business; participated in research, ideation, and prototyping sessions, 
wrote and edited copy; curated and licensed imagery; commissioned 
photography, video, and animation; assisted in delivery of final assets

 + Led four major multi-division real estate marketing accounts: acted as 
principal client contact and maintained overall creative and organizational 
alignment by coordinating workflows across several teams

Skills
 + Human-centered design methodology, including 

research, ideation, prototyping, user testing
 + Graphic & communication design, including 

storytelling, branding, and positioning
 + Strategy & systems thinking
 + Facilitation, co-creation, workshop design
 + UX/UI; digital and physical experience design
 + Behavioral design
 + Creative direction
 + Project & product management

Software
 + Adobe Creative Suite
 + Sketch, Invision, Principle
 + Microsoft Office Suite
 + Basic HTML & CSS; Arduino

Languages
 +  Fluent English, German, Swiss-German
 +  Conversational Spanish, French, Greek

Honors / Recognition
 + 2017 Paul Rhodes Memorial Award, SVA
 + 2015 Products of Design Departmental Assistantship
 + 2015 School of Visual Arts Presidential Scholarship
 +  2009 Carol K. Pforzheimer Student Fellowship
 +  2009 Harvard College Research Program Grant
 +  2009 Harvard Artist Development Fellowship

Write julia.lindpaintner@gmail.com
Call 617.314.1709
Visit julialindpaintner.com

I am a multi-disciplinary strategic designer 
with expertise in human-centered communication, 
experience, and service design with a special interest 
in civic innovation and behavioral science. I seek 
opportunities to use design to solve problems that matter 
and enjoy working in multi-professional teams and 
navigating complex cross-sector collaborations.

Hello,  
my name is  
Julia Lindpaintner


